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‘Follow the Power’

Unique Partnership Answers the Call
for Broadband in Rural Minnesota

Roseau Electric Cooperative is an electric distribution cooperative providing power to more than
6,400 rural customers in northwest Minnesota over an area of more than 2,500 square miles.
Roseau is a member-owner of Minnkota Power Cooperative, a regional generation and transmission
cooperative located in Grand Forks, North Dakota. A portion of the community in its existing electric
utility service area had limited access to broadband due to slower DSL services. Because of the
many limitations and challenges of providing broadband in these rural communities, Roseau made
its primary goal to bring quality broadband services to the area.

Project Overview
After attending an industry meeting, Roseau Electric
recognized a shortcoming in its territory’s broadband
services. Realizing this is a deterrent to economic
development and has a negative impact on their
members, the co-op wanted to take action. Roseau
began polling its members and collaborated with their
community to gauge service requirements. “The most
asked question: Why hasn’t Roseau done this already?’”
said Ryan Severson, assistant general manager at
Roseau.
Roseau began developing a business case with an
extensive feasibility study and strategic plan with the
help of a local Community Action Partnership (CAP)
agency (Northwest Community Action). It relied heavily
on its engineering firm, Finley Engineering, for consulting
services to understand the telecom industry, funding
sources, and requirements. The primary objective would
be to provide high-speed broadband service to the
community and ultimately build out smart grid technology.
“Our philosophy was, we did this 80 years ago with
electricity,” Severson said. “Since RECs possess important
assets that make expansion into broadband favorable, our
goal now would be to offer every member a high-speed
internet connection by strength of partnership or we
would ‘follow the power.’”

Out of this came the opportunity for a new kind of
partnership with Wikstrom Telephone (Wiktel), a company
with a long and trusted history in Karlstad, Minnesota.
The merger of the two resources would quickly deliver
economic development opportunities across Minnesota.
Roseau would be able to serve their members, not only
with enhanced electric service reliability, but also with
offerings that connect these rural communities to lifechanging resources.
Roseau decided to brand this new venture under the
name NorthStream Fiber. The co-op would use their own
poles and construction crews to install fiber, saving
money and time, and would own and operate the fiber
down to the subscriber and the customer premises. Wiktel
would provide re-branded services over the fiber, operate
the optical line terminal, provide triple play services, and
technical support.
Roseau received $2.08 million from the FCC’s CAF II
Reverse Auction program for phase one of the project.
This would cover four census block groups that pass 326
customers. It is now looking at other federal government
and state funding mechanisms to fund the next phase
of their project that includes another 1,500 passings. It
hopes to eventually serve about a third of their service
area with broadband.
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ne of the enduring lessons of the COVID-19 pandemic is just how essential
broadband access is for a community to function, particularly in unprecedented
circumstances. Whether it’s kids being able to access schoolwork or hospitals
connecting emergency clinics to their network, the abiding demand for better internet
connectivity suddenly became a critical need across the country.
Early on, as the breadth of this public health crisis was being realized, many electric
co-ops with existing broadband operations stepped up to help, providing things like
free WiFi hotspots, higher bandwidth for residential internet customers now working from
home, and fast-turnaround on new connections for schools, government agencies, and
other critical accounts.
Now, underserved regions are calling for the so-called “digital divide” to be healed once
and for all.
Tens of millions of Americans, mainly in rural areas, are still without access to adequate
internet service. With demand for service at an all-time high and billions of dollars in
federal loan and grant money available, co-ops in nearly every underserved region are
looking hard at whether they should be the ones to bring connectivity to their members.
In March 2019, we published our first special advertorial broadband insert with stories
of co-ops that took the plunge on connecting their communities. In this our second
special issue, you’ll find even more case studies detailing the need, the challenges,
and the eventual success of co-op broadband efforts.
These are stories of the vision, perseverance, and resolve of cooperative leaders.
But they also put a spotlight on the critical role of a trusted vendor-partner that brings
strong experience and expertise and a commitment to community that is equal to that
of the co-ops.
Check out electric.coop and RE Magazine on cooperative.com for more co-op broadband
success stories, and be sure to visit the websites of our contributing vendors to learn
more about their products and services and their community-changing work with co-ops.
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